High Powered Automatic Scrubber Machines
Cleaning floors that see high-volume traffic such as convenience stores, retail store chains,
cafeterias or gynmasiums can be a difficult task for a business. A large majority of
businesses use the old mop-and bucket system. Outsourcing to RPM Professional Cleaning
Services LLC would be more cost efficient and safe for the environment, because we use
high powered floor scrub machines.
Floor scrubber machines use a system dispensing a combination of water and cleaning
chemicals and scrubbing the floor to break up dirt, residue, or even spills in isles. A
squeegee-vacuum sucks up the used water, leaving the floor completely clean and dry.

Advantage
A set of rotary brushes work the cleansers into the facing of the floor, effectively lifting dirt and
scrubbing the floors clean. Floor scrubbers are incredibly simple to use,and require little
maintenance; just fill with water and chemicals, and empty it after use.
Floor scrubbers can be used on just about any type of flooring, from cement to natural wood
to synthetic floor tiles.

Which Kind Of Floor Scrubber
The machines are powered by either propane, electricity, or a battery. Both propane and
battery-powered commercial floor scrubbers have the benefit of being cordless; but, the
propane will need to be refilled periodically and the battery will need replacement after
frequent use. Electrically-powered commercial floor scrubbers maintain a constant power
supply as long as they are plugged into a wall outlet.

Model Types
Commercial floor scrubbers are typically available as walk-behind or riding versions. The
walk-behind models are pushed forward by an operator, although the machine does most of
the forward propelling action. These scrubbers are normally smaller models than the riding
types. Large scrubber models tend to require the operator to ride on the machine. Industrial
floors, such as in manufacturing or warehouse environments, can handle the most powerful
scrubbers for the best cleaning.
When scrubbing a warehouse or retail flooring, a larger floor scrubber would be used. These
scrubbers can sometimes clean between 20,000 and 70,000 square feet (1,858 to 6,503
square meters) per hour, making it possible to clean big areas rather quickly. Many industrial
models are available in riding version where speed can usually be adjusted as needed.

